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Decision 89,08 028 AUG 3 1989 
BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISS,ION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

In the Matter of the Application of ) 
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRX C COMPANY', ) 
tor authority to revise its Energy ) 
Cost Acljustment Clause Rate,., to '. ) 
revise .its Annual Energy Rate, anci ) 
to revise its Electric Base Rates ) 
effective November 1, 1988 in ) 
accordance with .the Electrical ) 
Revenue Adjustment Mechanism ) 
establishecl by Decision 93·8·92 • . ) 
('0' 902'-E) ) 

-------------------------------) 
(See' DeCision' 88-12-093 tor appearances.) 

OPINION 

This clecision finds that'San Diego Gas & Electric 
Company's (SOG&E) payments to, qualifying tacilities (QF) and 
SDG&E" s fossil fuel and nuclear expenses during the 1987-1988 

recorcl period were reasonable with the exception of nuclear 
ur'anium enrichxnent costs.. This decision grants SOG&E $352,.908 for 
efficient operation of San Onofre Nuclear Generating station 
(SONGS) Unit 2 and allows $7,799 in excess fuel oil inventory 
carrying costs. It requires SOG&E to credit t~ ratepayers $29,757 
for interest on the creclit resulting from an agreement that 
resolved questionable Heber geothermal pow~r plant steam charges. 

This proceeding is divided into· three phases. In 
Phase I, the forecast phase, we addressed SOG&E's revenue 
requirements for the next forecast period (Decision (0.) 
88-12-093). In this phase,. Phase II, we review the reasonableness 
of SOG&E's payments to-QFs. and SOG&E's fossil fuel and· nuclear 
expenses· tor the·reeord period of May 1,. 1987 to· April·30,·1988. 
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In Phase III, we will examine the reasonableness o! certain-SOG&E's 
power purchase eontracts and power purchase expenses tor the 
1986-87 and 1987-88 reeord periocis, except for payments to· QFs. 

Two issues, which were originally' to be heard in this 
proceeding, have been consolidated with the reasonableness phase of 
the southern california Edison· Company (SCE)'Energy cost Adjustment 
Clause (ECAC), App·lieation, (A .. ) 88-02-0l& by Acbninistrative Law 

Judge'" s (AlJ ) rul ing-:-
1. Modi!ication of the Tar~et .. · Capacity Factor 

(TCF) of its Nuclear Unl.t Incentive 
Procedure. . 

2. ~he review otits nuclear uranium 
enrichlnent contracts_ 

II. Bequest 

In this application SDG&E requests that the Commission 
! ind its recorded ECAC expenses and gas and el.ectric operations 
during the record period reasonable. ~he 1987-l988 record period 
covers May 1, 1987 through April 30', 1988 ... 

" 
XIX. Procesbg§l Background 

Hearings were held in San Diego on January 9 and in San 
Francisco on January 12, 1989. Division of Ratepayer Advocates 
(ORA) and SDG&E presented testimony. At the eonclusiono! 
hearings, the AI.:! requested that the parties prepare I=lroposed. 
finding'S of fact and conclusions of law. OPA an~: SOC&E jointly 
prepared and sUbmitted proposed' findings and.conclusions • 

. . ' 
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xv • »isussiQXl 2t Reasonableness tssues· 

ORA and SDG&E are in agreement on all issues in this 
phase of the proceeding~ No other parties oppose the joint 
DRA/SDG&E position.. This decision will briefly cliseuss the major 
reasonableness issues .. 

1. mt9wr tncentjyes 
The Nuclear Unit Incentive Procedure was initially 

adopted in 0.83-09-007 for SONGS 2, and subsequently expanded to 
include SONGS 1 and 3. The procedure adopted a 'rCF with a dead 
band of 55% to· 80% of the gross fuel capacity factor (CF) for 
SONGS 2 and 3, and S5% to, 75% for SONGS· 1. The CF is the 
percentage of recorded to, maximum qeneration, determined by 
dividing the recorded generation by the product of the rated 
capacity times the hours during the fuel cycle. If the units 
operate within the 'reF dead band, no, reward or penalty results; but 
if operation is above or below it, SDG&E is eliqible for a reward 
or penalty. The amount of rewardo~ penalty is 50% of the reduced 
or increased fuel costs for the amount, of generation that is 
outside the dead band .. Ratepayers receive theotber 50% of the 
reward or penalty .. 

The Nuclear Unit Incentive Procedure does not apply to 
SONGS 1 and 3 for this review period since the fuel cycles were not 
completed Qurin9 the record period. 

The Nuclear Unit Incentive' Procedure applies to SONGS 2 

which completed fuel cycle 3: (5./29/8& to. 10/19/87) during the 
review period.. 'l'be CF of SONGS 2 was calculated as follows: 

CF • 2.244,395 megawatt-hours x 100 - 81.70% 
12,187 .. 2 hours x 225-.. 4 me9awatts 

Because the CF' exceeds·the SO%. upper limit of tbe,'rCF 
dead band by 1.70%, SDG&E' is entitled t~ a Hreward' •. DRA and SDG&E 
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agree that this amount~ based on SOG&E's 50% s~re' of the reduced 
fuel cost, is $352,908. 

We conclude that SOG&E is entitled to- a reward of 
$352,908 

2. 

for operation of SONGS Onit 2' during the record period. 
hSclear Fuel. 

a. VQllium PurchAH&! 
ORA found that the earlier uranium purchases that were 

expensed during the review period were reasonable. We conclude 
that these purchases were reasonable. 

Ourinq the record period,< SOG&E entered into a contract 
for 99,300 pounds of uranium from NUexco 'l'radinq Corporation at 
$16.17 per poun~~ to· be paid at delivery. D.S7-10-042 changed the 
review proce~ure for uranium purchases by providing that they be 
reviewed as soon as· possible' after the purchase; rather than when 
expenscd~ which can be five to ten years after the purchase. ~he 

review of the Nuexco purchase will be a part of the reasonableness 
review for the record period in which the delivery and payment are 
macle .. 

b. Conyers ion 
Uranium in the form 0308 must be converted to the qaseous 

form. UF6, uranium flouride,. prior to enrichment.. DRA found the' 
conversion costs to be reasonable based on comparison with past 
conversion costs approved by the Commission. . 

We conclude that the conversion costs subject to review 
in this record period were reasonable. 

c. Enx'ichment 
Enrichment transforms TJF6 to U235o,. which is the form used 

as fuel in the nuelear. react'or. Enrichment costs are 40% to 50% of 
the nuclear fuel expense. 

Prior to· 1983- all enrichment in the United States was 
done by the U .$. Department ot Energy. (DOE). DRA. does not question 

'. "; I 

the enrichment costs'. prior to 1983:,. since no- alternate'source was 
.' , I 

available .. 
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Although most of SOG&E's record period fuel batches were 
enriched. prior to 1983, ORA withholds j,udq.ment on the costs ot 
SDG&E's fuel :batches enriched. after 1982' and recommends that St>G&E 
be ordered to furnish a report on the international enrichment 
market~ both historical and current.. The report should justify why 
SOG&E relied on DOE rather than the apparently lower cost 
international enrichment market .. 

The reasona~leness of SOG&E's enrichment costs f~r the 
record periods May 1, 1986 through April 30, 1988 has been 
consolidated with SCE's ECAC A .. 89-05-064. ' The cownission's 
findings regarding 'enrichment costs, will apply to SDG&E in 
proportion to its 20%'ownership interest in SONGS .. 

d .'ZMris:atioD 
ORA reviewed the fabrication costs by comparing them with 

past fabrication costs approved by the'Commission and tound them to 
be reasonable. 

We conclude that fabrication costs tor fuel used during 
this- record period were reasonable. 

e.. Interim storage 
SONGS- 1 spent fuel is eurrently in interim storage at 

General Electric Company's Morris, Illinois facility. Based on 
comparing these record. period eosts with past i~terim storag'e costs 
approved by the Co~ission; ORA. tinds the record period. storage 
costs reasonable. 

We conclude that the interim ~torage costs were 
reasonable for the record period. 

f.. Qis.posal COsts 
The disposal costs were incurred as a result ot the 

Nuclear Waste policy Act of 1982- which set a rate of 1 mill per 
kilowatt-hour (kWh) of nuclear, generation. 

DRA- believes, ,that, these, cost's are, reasonable sinceSOG&E 
has no contro'l over them,~, 
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We conclude that the disposal costs for the record peri04 
were reasonable. 

3. fossil Fuel BanMeaent 
a. Natural Gas 

Natural gas. (gas) was the fossil fuel of choice during 
the review period due to· its low cost., Availability was good 
except during an unusually cold winter period when gas for eleetric 
generation was curtailed .. 

DRA reviewed SOG&E's gas operations including: 
- spot gas purchase strategies. relative to 

pricing and to the.requirements ot 
interruptible customers~ 

- Longer term transaetions compared to 
alternate supplies. 

- The level of lost and unaccounted for gas. 

ORA found that during four months otthe record peri04~ 
SOG&E did not purchase enough spot gas for interruptible customers • 
ORA was satisfied that this was due either to· unavailability of 
economical spot gas, or to· reduced availabil.ity due to hi9h gas. 
demand for electric generation for air-condi.tioninq load resulting 
:from unseasonally warm weather. 

Lost and unaccounted for gas is the difference between 
the gas volume entering SDG&E's system and the actual gas sales to 
customers. DRA noted that this factor has substantially declined 
from a five-year average of 1 •. Z% to a record period 0.468%. ORA 
believes that this amount is reasonable_ 

Based on SDG&E's showing and DRA.'sanalysis, we conclude 
that SDG&E's gas operations were. reasonable in all respects. We 
encourage SDG&E to continue its aggressive spot gas procurement 
policy, which resulted in significant savings to its. ratepayers 
during the record period. SDG&E may be able to· meet more 
requirements with economical spot gas in the future now that it has 
access to some of SoCal's storage . facilities •. 
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b. ruel Qil 

(1) ~t and Burn 
SOG&E purchased 217,000 barrels (bbl) of low sulphur 

fuel oil (ISFO) on the spot market, at$l4.96Ibbl delivered,. to. 
replace some of the :)'25,000bbl ot LSFO it burned during the 46-clay 

winter gas curtailment.. SDG&E also purchased' 2'3 ,000 gallons of jet 
fuel for inventory replacement. 

ORA found that the amount of oil burn was reasonable 
since it was either due to· gas curtailment or to testing-

We observe that the amount ot oil burn was the 
minimum necessary, that procurement of LSFO appears to be fairly 
priced, and that the amount of LSFO purchased only partially 
replaceCl the amount burneCl and thereby reduced the level of LSFO 
inventory. 

We conclude that SDG&E's fuel oil procurement and 
burn during the record period were"reasonable. 

(2) Inventory Management 
The authorized levels of fuel oil inventory based on 

the two, most recent SOG&E ECAC decisions, 0.87-0l-05l and 
0.87-12-069, are 884,2'00 bbl of LSFO and 72',.000 bbl of distillate 
oil for this record period. These levels are for the review period 
of May through April and are determined from the appropriate 
monthly levels from each decision for the November through October 
forecast period .. 

During the review perioa SDG&E held average 
inventory. levels of 887,700 bbl of LSFO and 72',200 bbl of 
distillate, exceeding the authorized levels by ~~500 bbl and 200 
b})l, respectively. 0.8·7-01-051 allowed SDG&E to· hold excess oil in 
inventory and to- recover reasonably incurred costs upon a 
SUfficient showing_ 

SDG&E stated· that it had two means of reducing the 
inventory from approxi~ately,one million bbl required for the start 
of :the heating season to. the' authorizecl.averaqe'~', First,. it could 
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burn the excess at a savings of $0 .. 501bbl in carrying costs but at 
a penalty of $8/bbl in fuel cost as compared to the cost of gas ... 
~he net economic impact would have been heavily negative. 

SDG&E"s second choice ~as to sell the excess 011. 

However, the $O.SO/bbl savings in carrying costs would have been 
exceeded by the transportation costs of about $2/bbl for 
replacement oil. Therefore,. unless oil prices dropped 
substantially during the period of inventory replacement, selling 
the excess oil and replacinq it later wou14 not be an economic 
choice. If oil increased in price instead of decreasing, this 
option would be even more uneconomic. 

ORA agrees with SOG&E's, reasoning and believes that 

small variations from authorized inventory levels should be allowed 
under these circumstances. ORA recommends that SOG&E be allowed to' 
recover all fuel oil inventory carrying costs during the review 
period. 

We observe that SOG&E' properly evaluate4 the 
economies and risks of options that could have reduced the 
inventory to allowable levels., The options either did not appear 
prudent or involved significant risk.. In light of these 
conditions, and recognizing. that the actual fuel oil inventory 
levels exceeded the authorized levels by less than 1/2%, we 
conclude that SOG&E's fuel oil inventory management is reasonable .. 
We will allow recovery of $7,799 in excess !uel oil inventory 
carrying costs. 

4. 19ssil Fuel PoWer Plant Qperation 
a. ~ion. AVailaJU,l1ty and 0Utag~ 

SOG&E has nine fossil fuel power plants that contain a 
total of 2S units. During the record period~ these units generated 
4,925· gigawatt-hours (gWh) or about 33% of SOG&E's system 
requirements.. Fossil fuel generat'ion is a}x)ut 10% higher in this 
record, period, ,due to' lower gas prices· than in the ,past period.. 
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ORA investigated the outages and power plant availability 
to determine whether SDG&E has adequately maintained 'its units. A 
measure ot availability is the equivalent availability factor (EAF) 

which is the percentage of time a unit is available for full 
generation~ The EAF was 8·8.7% dur:i.ng this record period,. compared 
to 85·.9% dur:i.ng the prior record period. SOG&E attri):)utes the 
increased availability to its effective predictive' and preventative 
maintenance program. DRA concludes that the quantity and 
availak>ility of fossil fuel generation are reasonable .. 

». Ifficiency 
The effieiency of fossil fuel generation is measured by 

heat rate, which is the amount of energy used in producing a unit 
of generation, expressed as British thermal unit (Btu)/kWh. The 
recorded heat rates are compared with theoretical heat rates, and 
with past recorded heat rates,. to determine whether p~wer plant 
effieiency is improving or deelining over t~e • 

In order to meaningfully compare recorded with 
theoretical heat rates, it is necessary to, adjust the theoretical 
heat rate to compensate for operating. conditions that require 
additional fuel. ~hese conditions include start-up, auxiliary 
usage, circulating water inlet temperature, off-line saturated 
steam usage t. and unit degradation.. 1'he ,theoretical heat rate' 
result is adjusted to obtain a loading ' heat rate. 

The difference between the loading heat rate and the 
recorded heat rate is called the heat rate deviation which is 
compared with the ):)andwidth. Bandwidth is the allowa):)le deviation 
from. the loading 'heat rate that the Commission considers 
reasonable, absent a showing t~ the contrary. 

SOG&E determined the heat rate deviation to ~ 38 Btu/kWh 
during the record period. This value is well within the current 
k>andwidth of lSl Btu/kWh established by D .. 89-04-059 and is lower 
than for prior record periOds. DRA..evaluated·the reasons for the 
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low heat rate deviation and concludes that improvements in SOG&E's 
operations are responsible. 

We observe that the improved availability and low heat 
rate 6eviation for the record period demonstrate that SOG&E has 
been successful in improving its fossil fuel power plant 
Qperations~ We conclude that fossil fuel power plant operations 
were reasonable for the record period~ 

5. Purchases fxgm oualitying Fa£i.ll..tie~ 
Under the Public Utilities Re~latory Policy Act of 1978 

and Commission orders, SDG&E is required to purchase power 
generated by QFs at its avoided cost of generation. A total of 
2·14.l6 gWh was purchased from QFS, during the record period at a 
cost ot $l3,128,133, at an average price of 6.13¢/kWh,consisting 
of 1.·Ol¢/kWh for capacity and 5·.1Z¢/kWh for energy- These 
purchases were from 8'4 QFs with standard contraets·, and from 
Aeolus, Immel, and Kelco· with nonstandard contracts·. DRA reviewed 
the payments and found them to be· reasonable·. 

We conclude that SDG&E's purchased enerqy payments to- QFs 
were reasonabl.e for the record period. 

6. COgeneration 
SDG&E has a contract with Energy Factors, Inc. (EFI) 

wherein EFI purchases the thermal output of three combustion 
turbines owned and operated by SDG&E. The thermal output consists 
of electricity plus ste~ generated from the waste heat. EFI 
receives an electric production credit tor the el.ectrici ty it puts 
back into the SDG&E 9rid~ This credit is reduced by an· adjustment 
based on differential fuel costs to compensate SDG&E for the 
additional fuel costs it incurs since the contract requires the 
combustion turbines to operate as must-run units. They otherwise 
would normally operate only as peakinq unit~ due to their low 
efficiencies. 

SDG&E calculated this adjustment at $3,170,960 for the 
record period. DRA. verifies that this 'amount is,reasonable •. 
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We conclude that the adjustment of $3,.170,960 is 
reasonable .. 

7. Cbey;ron /VnQ.Cal Geothermal Settlement 
SDG&E purchases heat to· operate the Heber geothermal 

power plant under contract from Chevron Geothermal Company and the 

Unocal Geothermal Division of Unocal Corporation (Chevron/Unocal) .. 
As a result of its internal audit procedures in 1987, SDG&E 
identified $477,000 in questionable charges for operation and 
maintenance expenses previously paid under the contract.. SDG&E and 
chevron/'Onocal sul:>sequently reached a settlement agreement in the 
amount of $333,000 that applied as acred.it to· future heat invoice 
payments by SDG&E. The ECAC balancing account has been credited 
with the proper ECAC fraction·of.the settlement" 92% of $33~,.000,. 
or $306,360. 

DRArecommends that a further ECAC balancing account 
credit of $29,75-7 be made for related interest on this $306,360. 
Neither SOG&E nor any other party objects to this ad.justment • 

We conclude that it is reasonable to credit theECAC 
balancing account with $29,757 for interest and will so order. 

8·. TAx..Re,torm EU9ctS True-Up 
The Commission opened Order Instituting Investigation 

86-11-019 to investigate the ratemaking implications of the Tax 
Reform Act of 1986. D.88-01-061 ordered the utilities to reflect 
the effects of it and the California counterpart,. Chapter 1139, the 
California Bank and Corporation Tax Fairness, Simplification and 
Conformity Act of 1987, on 1987 and 1988 revenue requirements by 
crediting the Electric Revenue Adjustment Mechanism (ERAM) 

balancing account. 
SOG&E petitioned the Commission to modify that decision 

by allowing it to implement a one-time refund for the effects on 
1987 revenue requirements. SOG&E's request was approved by 
D.88-04-065-, which required the refund to' be madeatter the 

" . 

calculations were reviewed by the comm£ssionAdvisorY and 
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Compliance Oivision (CACD). Since time constraints prevented CACO 

from performing a timely'~eview, SOG&E was allowed to make the 
refund on an estimated basis with a true~up to be made at a later 
date. SOG&E began, customer refunds in the June 1988 billing period 
based on an estimated 1987: refund of $14,987,.171, including 
interest, through June 15" 1988. 

SOG-&E, in 'its 1988, attrition filing, estimated the 
revenue requirements effect to 'be a reduction of $39,792',700. 

1988 
DRA. 

reco'ml'!\ends that ,th~ true-up adjustment for both 198-7 and 1988 be 

reflected in SDG&E's ERAM balancing account. 
We conclude that the true-up should be made for 1987 and 

1988 tax effects. We will order SOG&E to file an advice letter for . 
the true-up amount including interest from June 16, 1988. 

9. Annual. Energy Rl(te CAp) Earnings 

ORA compared SOG&E'scumulative' AER revenues and expenses 
and compared the results' with the AE'R earnings li~i tation cap'. The 
AER overcollection of $4,,349,,956· is. well within the cap of 
$14,148,039 for the record period. We conclude that-:no,adjusaent 
to AER earnings is appropriate. 

V.. coaments 

Comments were filed by' ORA. and SDG&E , with :both parties 
suggesting minor language changes to- clarify our intent regarding 
the review of nuclear enrichment costs.' ORA. dlso suggests minor 
changes to the reference to Phase III. To, the' extent they are 
appropriate, these changes have been 'made. 
Pindings of Fa~ 

1. SDG&E. filed A.88-07-003 on July 1" 1988 requesting, among 
other, things, that the Commission review and find reasonable its 
recorded, electric and gas energy costs, under the ECAC for the 
May 1" 1987 through Apri'l 30,: 1988:: record', period. 
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2. SOG&E also requested that the Commission review and find 
reasonable its. gas and electric operations. durinq the May 1, 1987 
through April 30, 1988 record period. 

3. In the prior ECAC A.87-07-009, thereason~leness review 
of purchased power operations and expenses, except for payments to, 
QFs, was,deferred. until review of this 1987-1988 record )i>eriod. 

4. A.88-07-003 was split into three ,phases.. Phase I 

involved forecast issues and resulted. in 0.88;"12,-034.. Phase II 
addresses the reasonableness of recorded ECAC expenses and. gas. and 
electric: operations d.urinq' the record period,. except for purchased, 
power issues. Purchased power issues are deferred to' Phase III due 
to· their interrelationship' with Southwest Power Link issues. 

S·. SDG&E is a 20% owner of SONGS Units 1,. 2,' and 3 .. 
6. The issue ofmodifyinq the TCF of the Nuclear Unit 

Incentive Procedure was consolidated with' the'reasonableness· phase 
of the SCE ECAC A.8S-02-016~ 

7. SONGS'Units 1 and' 3 did. not complete a fuel cycle during 
the record peri,oa.. 

8. songs Unit 2 completed fuel cycle ,3 during· the reeord 
period. 

9. The SONGS Unit 2 TeF dead band range is 55% to, 80%. 
10. SONGS Unit 2, operated at a CF of', 8:1'.·70% during'. the review 

period,. making it eligible fora Nuclear T.1nit Incentive Proeedure 
reward. 

11. SDG&E and ORA aqree that the appropriate Nuclear T.1nit 
Incentive Procedure' reward for the record period" is $352',.908. 

12. D.87-10'-042 modified the review procedure for uranium 
purchases, requiringrea~onableness'review as. soon as possible 
after purchase, rather than when expensed. 

13'.· Prior to· 1983 all. enrichment. in the' un,ited States was 
done' by the DOE' .. 
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14. DRA recommends, and,SCG&E does not oppose, that an 
investiqation be conducted into ,the' reasonableness of SOG&E's 
uranium enrichment costs. 

15.. ORA concludes that SOG&E's "nUClear operat'ions during the 
record period were reasona1:>le' .. 

16.. Natural gas was the fossil fuel of choice during the 
record period due to low cost. 

17. SOG&E purchased gas from SoCal to ~eet the requirements 
of its noninterruptible core customers .. 

18. SOG&E met 49% of qas system requirements with spot gas at 
an average cost of $1 .. 76/MMBtu plus transportation. ,This gas 
primarily served interruptible and, cogeneration customers. 

19. SOG&E"s lost and unaccounted f,or gas declined from. a 
five-year average of 1-:2%, to- a: record period 0.,468%. 

, ' , 

,20'.. ORA. concludes that SOG&E's. 9'as, operations were 
reasonable .. 

21.. SDG&E purchased 2'17,000 bbl of LSFO at $14 .. 96/1:>bl 
delivered" to replace some of theLSFO it burned, during the period 
of qas curtailment .. , 

22'.. SOG&E purchased 23' ~OOO 9'allons of distillate oil during 
the record period~ 

23. SOG&E's fuel oil inventory level exceeded'the authorized 
level du~ing the record period, and incurred an inventory carrying 
cost $7,799 hiqher than authorized by the Commission .. 

24.. 0 .. 8·7-01-05-1 allows S~&E t?, recover the carrying costs 
for excess fuel oil in inventory upon a sufficient showing of 
reasonableness .. 

, , 

2~. ORA and SOG&E conclude ,that it would have been· uneconomic 
for SOG&E to have reduced its -fuel oil inventory 'to· the authorized 
level. 

26,.' DRA concludes that .SDG&E's fuel oil procurement and 
. " '. 

inventory management durin9the reeordperiod are, r~asonable. 

,,' 

',' '.' 
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2-7. SDG&E' s system has nine fossil fuel power plants with a -
total of 28 units~ 

2'8. Fossil fuel units generated 33t of St>G&E's- system 
requirements during the record period. 

29. The EAF for SOG&E's fossil fuel units was 88.7% during 
the record period compared to 8$.9% during the prior-record period. 

30. SDG&E's heat rate deviation at 38 Btu/kWh during the 
record period was well within the ~andwidth oflSl Btu/kWh .. 

3l. Purchases were 'made from 84 QFs'with Standard Offer 
contracts and the Aeolus, Immel, and- Kelco nonstandard contracts. 

32,.. ORA reviewed the SDG&E purchases and payments made 

. pursuant to· the standard and nonstandard contraets and found' them 
to ~e reasonable. 

33. 'ORkl:lelieves that the eqUity adjustment of $3,l70,960 
under the cogeneration contract with EFI is reasonable. 

34.. ORA found SOG&E"s fossil fuel power plant operations to· 
be ~easonal:lle during the record period. 

35... S·DG&E reached an aqreement with. Chevron/tTnoeal on 
questionable charqes for steam at the Heber qeothermal power plant, 
resulting in a $306·,360 credit to'the ECAC' balancinq account. 

36·. ORA reeom:nends, and. SOG&E' d.oes ,not oppose, tha:e an 
additional $29,757 credit be made t~ the ECAC l:lalancing aceount for 
interest related' to the $306,,360 credit~,' 

37.' ORA and SOG&E agree that any true-up made due to St>G&E's 
estimate of the 1987 and 1988 tax' reduction ,due to- the Tax Reform 
Act of 198'6 and the California Bank and Corporation Tax Fairness,. 
Silnplitication, and Conformity Act of 1987 ~e recorded in theERAM 
balancin9 account (plus interestbeginninq June l6-, 1988-), atter 
tilinq and approval of an advice letter. , 

. ,38:. SOG&E's cumulative AER overcollection ot $4,34?,956 is. 
w.i thin. the _ AER earnings' limitation ~ cap~ ot $14,148',039 for the 

record period ... 
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&onclusions of Law 

1. SDG&E's.expenses and operations.,. both qas and electric, 
are found to be reasonable. for the record period with the following 
exceptions: 

a. The purchase power issues, ineluding
contract administration,. deterred to 
Phase III of this proceedinq. 

b. Nuclear uranium enrichment expenses are to 
be examined in' the SCE ECAC in which SCE' s 
nuclear uranium enrichment expenses are 
examined ... ·. 

c. The failure to credit theECAC balancinq 
aeeo'l.:.nt with' an additional $-2'9,757' interest 
c~d~. . 

2. SOG&E is entitled to· a Nuclear Unit Incentive Procedure 
reward of $35·2,908 for SONGS Unit 2'. 

3. Nuclear enricnroent costs for the review periods 
May 1, 1986 through April 30, 1988 should be reviewed in SCE's ECAC 
A.89-0S-0·64, with the Commission decision applied to· S]X;&lE in 
proportion to its 20% ownership interest in S9NGS. 

4., . SOG&E reasonably incurred excess. fuel' oil inventory costs 
in the amQunt Qf $7,799. 

S. SDG&E should file an advice letter to record in the ERAM 
balancing' account the true-up, of SOG&E's. estimate of the 1987 and 
1988 revenue req;J.irexneI'ltreductions due to: the 'Xax RefoX'Xl'l Act,of 
1986. ancl the California' Bank' and corporation' 'Xax 'Fairness" 
Simplification" and: Conformity Act ,of1987~ 

ORDE.R 

IT' IS ORDERED that: 
1. San Diego Gas &I Electric Company (SDG&E),is authorized to 

record a debit. of $352,.908- in its Energy cost Ac1jus:tment Clause 
(ECAC) balancing account, to:refl:ectthe approved, Nuclear Unit· 
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Incentive Proeedure reward for San, 'Onofre Nuclear Generating 
-Station (SONGS) t.1nit 2 for the May 1, 1987 through April 30 I 19'88 
record period.. 

2. The CO!Tll'llission's' decision in A.S9-0S-0Q4 rC9'~ro.ing 
nuclear'enriehment costs shall apply ,to SOG&E in proportion to its 
20% ownership interest in SONGS., 

3. SDG&E is authorized to' record a c1ebit of $7,799 in its 
ECAC balancing aecount to'reflect approval of ' the excess fuel oil 
inventory coz,ts incurred during the ,record period. 

4. SDG&E shall ',record a ercclit of $29,.757' in its ECAC 
balancing aCCOUl"lt to' rcfle'et the interest ,on the credit rcsu,lting 
from the aCjrccmcnt on que'stionablc' Heber gcotherxnal power plant 
steam charges. 

5.. SOG&E shall tile an aavice letter to, reflect true-up of 
the 198:7' and 1988, revenue' recauirement reduction resulting from the 
Tax R.eform Act of 198,6, and the California Bank· ano. Corporation Tax 
Fairness" Simplification, and Conformity Act' of 19S7, including 
interest from June 16-, 1988 at the Electric Revenue Adjustment 
Mechanism balaneinCj account rate. 

6. Purchased power and: associated costs and operations will 
be addressed!or reasonableness in Phase III of this prQceed'in9' .. 

'l'his order is effective today .... 
Dated AUG: 3 ·~989,' " at San' Francisco, California. 

G.MITCHELLWILK , 
President ' .;' 

FREDERlCK',R..DUDA " 
'JOHN B..OHANIAN !' : ' 

PA'I'RICIA"K~ Ec:I<::ERT 
Commissioners " 

commissioner, staIlley w.. Hulett,. 
be inC! ·neeessari~Y~,~sent,. did not 
partl.cipate.. .,,,'.' 

'.',.' 

" I,' . ..~. I "" ...... I_"'~ , ,I', 

-',. ~~ -~ : .. , ...... , ..... .1' • ' , 

, " -o:in"rFY"THAT .,THrS·'OEOStON ,".,: 
" VI/As. :APPROVEt> :r:X THE ASOye ", '; 
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Oecision ____ _ 

BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES, COMMISSION OF ~ STATE F CALIFORNIA 

In the Matter of the Application of 
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY, 
for authority to' revise its Energy 
Cost Adjustment Clause Rate, to 
revise its. Annual Energy Rate,. and 
to· revise its Electric Base Rates 
effective Novelilber 1,1988 in ' 
accordance with the Electrical 
Revenue Adj:ustment "Mechanism 
established ~y Decision 93892. 
('0' 902-E) 

Application 88-07-003 
(lFiled July 1, 1988) 

(See Decision SS-li-93 for appearances.) 

o p r N X 0 N. 

Smgmary 

This decision inds that San Diego Gas & Electric 
Company's (SDG&E) paymeJts to qualifying: facilities (QF) and 
SDG&E's foss·il fuel and nuclear expenses during the 198.7-19S8 
record period were r~sonable. This decision grants SOG&E $352,908 
for efficient operation of san Onofre Nuclear Generating Station 
(SONGS) Unit 2 and/allows $7,799 in excess fuel oil inventory 
carryinq costs.' it requiresSDG&E to· credit to ratepayers $29,757 
for interest on ,he credit resulting: from an agreement that 
resolved ques~70nable Heber geothermal power pl~nt steam charges. 

This/ proceeding is di v'ided into, three phases. In 
Phase,I,. the, orecast phase, we' addressed SDG&E's,revenue 
requirements for the next forecast period (Decision (D .. ) 
8S-12'~093-). In, this phase,. Phase II,' we review the reaso~leness 
of SDG&E's payments- ,to QFs and SOG&E"s fossil fuel and nuclear 
expenses record period of 'May 1,,1987 to, April 30,198.8 • 

- 1 -
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In Phase III, we will examine the 
purchase expenses for the 1986-87 
except for payments to QFs~ 

'%'wo issues, which were ori9inally to 1> hearciin this 
proceeding, have))een consolidated. with the r sonableness phase ot 
the Southern California Edison company (SCE) Energy Cost Adjustment 
Clause (ECAC) , Application CA.) 8$-02-01& Y Ac:lministrative Law 
Judge's (ALJ) ruling: 

1.. Modificatio,n of the Tar9~ t capacity Factor 
(TCF) of its Nuclear U~t Incentive 
Procedure. I 

2. The review of its nuclear uranium 
enrichment contractS .. 

xiReqqest 
In this application SDG&E requests that the Commission 

find its recorded E~C e~'nses and gas and electric· operations 
during the record periodp:easonable.. The 1987-1988 record period 
covers May 1, 1987 throu'9'h April 30,. 1988. 

/ 
XXX. Procedural Ba<;Jcgxqun4 

HearinqS~re held in San Diego on January 9 and in San 
Francisco on Janu~ 12,1989. Division otRatepayer Advocates 
(ORA) and SDG&E iresented testimony. At the conclusion ot 
hearings, the AiJ requested that the partie$ prepare proposed 
findings of facit and conclusions of law. ·DRA and. SDG&E jointly 

/ . . . 

prepared and submitted proposed findings and. conclusions. 

-.2 -
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Although most of SOG&E's reeord period fuel batches re 
enriched. prior to 1983, ORA withholds judcpnent on the costs f 
SDG&E's fuel batches enriched after 1982 and recommends t SOG&E 
be ordered to furnish a report on the international enr' b:ment 
market, both historical and current. The report' shou Ci justify why 
SOG&E relied on DOE rather than the apparently low 
international enrichment market. 

We conclude that enric:tnnent costs pr' r to 1983 are 
reasonable since DOE was the only source ava' able. We will order 
SDG&E to, provide a report containin~ compar tive information on , 
enrichment costs incurred after 1982 .. "We ill consider the 
reasonableness of those costs in the' ne annual SOG&E ECAC 

d. Eabrication 
proceeding. 1. 

ORA reviewed the fabricat on costs by comparin~ them with 
past fabrication costs approved lY. the commission and found them'to 
be reasonable. 

We conclude that fabrlcation costs for fuel used during 
this record period were reasonable~ 

e. Xntm-im storage / 
SONGS 1 spent fue~is currently in interi~ storage at 

General Electric companyx:s orris, Illinois facility. Based on 
comparing these record pe iod costs with past interim storage costs 
approved by the commissi n, ORA finds the record period storage 
costs reasonable. 

We conclude at the interim storage costs were 
reasonable for the re ord period .. 

~. 

The dispo al costs were incurred as a result of the 
Nuclear Waste Poli y Aet of 1982' which set a rate of 1 mill per 
kilowatt-hour ( ) of nuclear generation .. 

ieves that these costs are reasonable since SDG&E 
has. no control 

.. 
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Compliance Oivision (CACO). Since time constraints prevented CACD 
'from performing a timely review, SOG&E was allowed t~make the 
refund on an estimated basis with a true-up t~~de at a later 
date. SDG&E began customer refunds in the.June 988 billing period 
based on an estimated 1987 refund of $14,987"l; 1,. including 
interest, through June lS,. 1988. ~ 

SDG&E, in its 1988 attrition fi ng, estimated the 1988 
revenue requirements effect to be a red,- tion of $39,792',700. DRA 

recommends that the true-up adjustmen)ffor both 1987 and 1988 be 
reflected in SOG&E' s ERAM balancing ~count •. 

We conclude that the tru~p should be made'for 1987 and 
1988 tax effects. We will order sDG&E to· file an advice letter for 
the true-up amount including intirest from June 16, 1988. 

9. ammol Energy Rate ~ Earnings 
ORA compared SOG&E.~ cumulative AER revenues and expenses 

and compared the results wi~ the AER earnings limitation cap. ~he 

AER overco·llection of $4,.7'9,95-& is well -"ithin the cap of 
$14,148,039 for the reco~· period. We conc~ude that no adjustment 
to AER earnings is appr riate. 
Findings or Pa~ 

1. SDG&E filed A .. 88-07-003 on July 1, 1988 requesting, aIIlong 
other things, that t e Commission review and find reasonable its 
recorded electric a d gas energy costs under the ECAC' for the May 
1, 1987 through A:fsil 30, 1988 record periOd. 

2. SDG&E a so· requested that the Commission review and ~ind 
reasona~le its 9 s and electric operations during the May 1, 1987 
through April 3d, 1988 record period. 

3. In ttle prior ECAC A .. 87-07-009, the reasonableness review 
of purchased ~wer operations and expenses., except for pa;tlUents. to 
QFs, was deferred until review of this 1987-1988 record period .. 

4. A.88-07-003 was split into three phases. Phase I 
involved totecast issues and resulted in D.88-12-034. Phase II 

I 
addresses the reasonableness of recorded ECAC expenses. and gas and ( '. . 

- 12 -
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electric operations during the record period, except r purchased 
power issues. PUrchased power issues are ~eferred Phase III due 
to their interrelationship with Southwest Power Li issues. 

5. SOG&E is a 2'0% owner of SONGS· Units 1, , and 3. 
6. The issue of modifying the TCF ot th Nue1e~r Unit 

Incentive Procedure was consolidated with th reasonableness phase 
of the SCE ECAC A.88-02-016,. 

7. SONGS Units 1 and 3 did not com ete a fuel cycle during 
the record period. 

8. Songs Unit 2 completed fuel 
period. 

9 • The SONGS Unit 2 'rCF dead 

cle 3 during the record 

nd range is 55% to 80%. 
CF of 81.70% during the review 10. SONGS Unit 2 operated at 

period, making it eliqible for a clear unit Incentive Procedure 
reward. 

11. SOG&E and ORA. agree th t the appropriate Nuclear Unit 
Incentive Procedure reward fo~e record period is $352,908 • 

12. 0.87-10-042 modified_the' review procedure for uranium 
purchases, requiring reasonab eness review as soon as possible 
after purchase, rather than when expensed. 

13. Prior to 1983 all enricnment in the United States was 
done by the OOE. 

14. ORA recommends" and SOG&E does not oppose,. that an 
investigation be conduct d into the reasonableness ot SOG&E's 
uranium enrichment costs!.. 

1$. ORA conClUdes/that SDG&E'S nuclear operations durinq the 
record period were re~onable. 

16. Natural qas/ was. the fossil fuel of choice during the 
record periOd due to/lOW cost. 

17.. SDG&E. purehased qas from SoCal to meet the reql.lirements 
of its. noninterrupt'1):)le core customers •. 

- 13 -
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l8. SDG&E met 49% ot gas system requirements with spot qas at 
an average cost of $l.76/MMBtu plus transportation. ~his gas 
primarily served interruptible and cogeneration customers. 

19. SOG&E's lost and unaccounted for qas declined from(a 
five-year average ot l.2%, to' a record period 0.468%. ~ 

20. DRA concludes that SDG&E"sgas operations were 
reasonable. ~ 

2l.. SDG&E purchased 2l7,000 'bbl of LSFO at $JI4'.96/bbl 
/ 

delivered, to replace some of the LSFO it burned uring the period 
of gas curtailment .. 

22. SOG&E purchased 23,000 gallons ot 
the record period. 

23. SOG&E's tuel oil inventory leve exceeded the authorized 
level during the record period, and ineut'red an inventory carryinq 
cost $7,799 higher than authorized by ~e Commission. 

24. D.87-01-0S1 allows SOG&E trrecover the carrying costs 
for excess fuel oil in inventory upon a sufficient showing ot 
reasonableness., -/. 

2S. ORA and SDG&E conclude ibat it would have been uneconomic 
for SOG&E to- have reduced its i'l oil inventory to the authorized 
level. 

26. ORA concludes that SOG&E's fuel oil procurement and 
I 

inventory management during the record period are reasonable. 
27. SOG&E's system baJnine fossil fuel power plants with a 

total of 28 un~ts. . / ., 
28. FOSSil fuel units generated 33% ot SDG&E"s system 

. d' I d . requirements uring the recor . perl.od. 
I 

29. ~he EAr for SDG&E's fossil fuel units was 88.7% during 
the record period comp~red to 8$.9% during the prior record period. 

I 1 . \ ..... ,.,.. 30.. SOG&E's hea~ rate dev ation at 38 BtU/An,u, durl.ng the 
I 

record period was well within the bandwidth of lSl Btu/kWh. 
3·1. The purchases were made from, 84 QFs with Standard Offer 

I • 

contracts and the eolus" Immel, and Kelco' nonstandard contracts. 

- 14 -
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32. ORA reviewed the SDG&E purchases and. payments made/' 
pursuant to the stand.ard and nonstandard contracts and.z.0u them 
to be reasonable. 

33. ORA believes that the equity adjustment of ~ ,170,960 

under the cogeneration contract with EFI is reason~{e. 
34., ORA. found SDG&E's fossil fuel power pla loperations to

be reasonable during the record period.. 
3$. SOG&E reached an agreement with Ch 

questionable charges for steam at the Heber eothermal power plant, 
resulting in a $300.,30.0 credit to' the ECA~C alancing account. 

36·. ORA. recownends, and SOG&E does ot oppose ,., that an 
additional $29,757 credit ):)e' made to- th ECAC balancing account 'tor 
interest related to the $306,360 credit!. 

37. ORA and. SOG&E agree that ani true-up made due to 
I 

SOG&E's estimate ot the 1987 and. 19&8: tax red.uction due to the Tax 
Reform Act o·f 1986 and the cali'to~a Baruc and. corporation Tax 
Fairness, Simplification, and coniormity Act of 1987 be recorded in 
the ERAM :balancing account (P~uS interest, beg,itming June 16, 1988), 
after filing and. approval of an advice letter. 

38. SOG&E's cumulative overcolleetion of $4,349,.956 is 
within the AER earnings limitJtion cap of $14,148,039 'tor the 
record period. 
cons<lusions ot Law 

1. SDG&E's expenses nd operations,. both gas and electric, 
are found to be reasonable for the record period with the following 
exceptions: 

a. The purcba e power issues, including 
contract administration, deferred to
Phase III Jot this proceeding. 

Nuclear J:.aniuxn enrichment expenses are to· 
De examined in the SCE ECAC in which SCE"s 
nuclear anium enrichment, expenses are 
examine • 

- 15- -
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~ c. The failure to cre4it the ECAC balancing ~ 
account with an additional $29,757 intere$~ 

• 

credit. ~ 

2. SDG&E is entitled to a Nuclear Unit Incentive Procedure 
reward of $352,908 for SONGS Unit 2. / 

3. SDG&E should file a report with the C~ission on the 
reasonableness of its nuclear enrichment costs/tor the period 
beginning 1983. 

4. SDG&E reasona~ly ineurred.excess fuel oil inventory costs 
in the amount of $7,799. 

5. SDG&E should file an advice 1 ter to record in the ERAM 
~alancing account the true-up of SDG&E!s esti~ate of the 1987 and 
1988 revenue requirement reductions d~e t~ the Tax Reform Act of 
198.6 and the California Bank and co~ration Tax, Fairness,. 

Simplification,. !In4 Confo:r:mi t: Zf lt1987 • . 

IT' IS ORDERED that! / 
1. San Diego, Gas & Electric company (SDG&E) is authorized to 

record a debit of $352,908 II its Energy Cost Adjustment Clause 
(ECAC) balancing' account to/reflect the approved Nuclear Unit 
Incentive Procedure reward/~or San Onofre Nuclear Generating 
Station (SONGS} Unit 2 for the May 1, 198.7 through April 30, 1988 
record period~ / 

2. SDG&E shall prbvide a report on its nuclear enrichment 
I 

costs for the period J~uary 1, 1983 throug'hthe end of this record 
period, April 30, 1988' in its next annual ECAC filing. 

3. SDG&E is au~orized to record a debit of $7,799 in its 
ECAC balancing accoun~ to reflect approval of the excess fuel oil 
inventory costs ineufred <:luring the record period,_ 

4. SDG&E shail record a credit of $29,757 in its ECAC 
balancing account tb retlect the interest on the credit resulting 

- 16 -
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, . 
J 

from the aqreement on questionable Heber qeothermal power plant 
'steam charqes. / 

5. SDG&E shall file an advice letter to reflect true-up of 
the 1987 and 1988, revenue requirement reducti~resultinq from the 
Tax Reform Act of 1986 and the california ~ and corporation Tax 
Fairness, Simplification, and Conformity ~ of 1987, includinq 
interest froxn June 16, 1988 at the Eleet.r1c Revenue Adjustment 
Mechanism balancinq account rate. ';I 

6. Purchased power and associ?ted costs and operations will 
be addressed for reaSOnableneSS~'n Phase III of this proceedinq_ 

This, order is effective today.' , ' , 
Dated , at San Francisco, california,. 
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